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Abstract—This paper studies the on-chip communication buffer optimization method for design space exploration, considering bus width. For embedded multicore system-on-a-chip (MCSoc), there usually are many buses on the system to handle a vast amount of data communications between several processing cores. Therefore, buffer architecture optimization has become one of the most important topics in this area as a parameter for communication architecture.

This paper proposes an SRAM optimization method to construct buffer architecture candidates through architecture exploration. Moreover, the design quality of each system architecture candidate is evaluated. The experiment of the proposed method is applied to a JPEG encoder system. The result shows that the proposed exploration method can explore a variety of buffer architecture with trade-off between transfer time and area. Moreover, the result shows that buffer architecture optimization through exploration with pruning can reduce the computation time by approximately 94%.

Index Terms—Interconnection Architectures, Optimization, Multithreaded Systems

I. INTRODUCTION

The advancement in process technology during the past decades enables the ability to implement multicore system-on-a-chip (MCSoc). While MCSoc designs achieve high performance requirement, a large amount of time and human resources are required to obtain the optimal design. To solve the mentioned problem, IP-based design methodology [1] is proposed. In the IP-based design methodology, SoCs are designed by reusing previously designed modules, usually called intellectual property (IP), and standard bus architecture. Generally, IP-based design methodology iterates the generation and evaluation of architecture candidates by simulation, which is a time consuming task.

On MCSoc, not only data processing on Intellectual Property (IP), but also data communication on buses between processing cores drive the system to operate productively. Therefore, communication architecture should be capable of transferring data between IPs effectively as the number of data processing cores grows. Communication architecture and its parameters must be chosen carefully, so that the system achieves high performance.

One of the most important parameters on communication is buffer architecture. Communication buffers are used for temporarily storing data transferred between IPs, and compensating the operation frequency difference between IPs and buses. On-chip communication buffer also exists in bus bridge and DMA Controller. In several IP designs, buffers are usually implemented with SRAM because they are fast, compact and do not need refreshing circuitry. For instance, in Altera's inverse discrete wavelet transform IP [2], line and tile buffers are implemented using SRAMs.

Generally, buffer size should be determined by amount of data transfer in each channel. Nevertheless, bits per word, the number of words, and the number of SRAMs comprising buffer architecture also affect system’s design quality in implementation. Therefore, the buffer architecture suitable for each design must be chosen carefully according to the amount of data and data width of each data transfer.

This paper studies implementations of buffer architecture. The contributions of this paper are (1) optimizing parameters of SRAM comprising buffer architecture corresponding to each communication channel for implementation and (2) proposing an exploration method to offer a concrete implementation of communication buffer. This paper is not only an extension of architecture level design quality estimation method based on data-flow analysis [7,8], but also offers several buffer architecture candidates with performance-area trade-off for ease of implementation and broadens design space exploration by exploring parameter sets of communication buffer. Furthermore, execution time, area, and power consumption are also evaluated as design quality.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes related works. Section III describes the conventional architecture exploration method based on system-level profiling. Section IV describes the proposed buffer architecture optimization method. Section V describes the evaluation experiment and result. Finally, section VI describes the conclusion and future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There are several remarkable studies regarding communication architecture optimization [3,4]. The design exploration method for optimizing on-chip communication architecture [3] optimizes system-level on-chip communication into communication architecture template and efficiently explores communication architecture by employing system-level approach to speed up the method. In fast exploration of bus-based communication architectures [4], proposed by Parisha et al., models a system in cycle count accurate at transaction boundaries abstraction level, and explores bus-based communication
architecture and standard bus specification in system-level. However, their studies focus on architecture optimization and optimize buffer architecture only of its capacity. Buffer optimization methods for network-on-chip (NoC) have been proposed as NoC has become an effective communication architecture on SoC. Jafari et al. [5] proposed a NoC’s buffer optimization techniques through flow regulation, which analyzes communication flow on the chip and minimizes buffer size. Nevertheless, these methods focus on data flow in communication architecture analysis and optimizes buffer for only its capacity.

The work of Saastamoinen et al. has come closest to the purpose of this paper. Buffer size for NoC network-on-chip (NoC) [6] is optimized considering traffic in the interconnect. The properties of buffer are defined by internal word width and the maximum size packets that the buffer can store. However, buffers in their research are implemented using register banks and performance evaluation is done by simulation.

This paper optimizes buffer architecture on communication architecture for not only its size, but also the physical dimensions of SRAMs for implementation, which are bits per word of SRAM, number of words of SRAM, and number of SRAMs comprising a buffer architecture. Performance evaluation is conducted by analyzing data flow and execution order, which is faster than simulation every architecture candidate.

III. ARCHITECTURE EXPLORATION METHOD BASED ON SYSTEM-LEVEL PROFILING

This section describes the conventional architecture exploration method based on system-level profiling and architecture-level performance estimation based on data flow analysis proposed in [7, 8].

A. Target Application System Model

1) System-Level Model (SLM): SLM is an architecture-independent model representing a target application system with process and channel corresponding to data processing and data transfer respectively. Figure 1 shows an example of the SLM, which composes of four processes and four channels. $P_i$ represents process $i$ and $C_j$ represents channel $j$ as well as the direction of the data transfer.

2) Architecture-Level Model (ALM): ALM is a model representing an architecture of the system, consisting of functional blocks, which are registered in IP database, and buses. Each ALM contains information of architecture, which are process to functional blocks mapping, channel to bus mapping, bus width, execution frequency, number of buffers, and its estimated design quality.

Figure 2 shows an example of the ALM and mapping of the SLM. Each process in SLM is mapped to a functional block from the IP database and each channel is mapped to a bus. A buffer exists in every channel between functional block and bus. $FB_i$ represents functional block $i$ and $B_j$ represents bus $j$.

B. Architecture Exploration

The design space is explored by parameter set search tree traversal. Nodes of the parameter set search tree correspond to process mapping, channel mapping, execution frequency of functional blocks, execution frequency of buses, bus width and number of buffers. A path from the root to a leaf corresponds to one ALM. The search tree is traced in order.

First, each process is mapped to a functional block of IP registered in the IP database. Figure 3 shows an example of the process mapping search tree. $P_i \rightarrow IP_j$ denotes process $i$ is mapped to instance $k$ of IP $j$. Then, each channel is mapped to a bus. Execution frequency of functional block is mapped to frequency candidates of the corresponding IP. Execution frequency of bus can be selected from bus frequency candidates inputted by designers. Bus width of each bus can be selected from bus width candidates inputted by designers. Lastly, the number of input and output buffers of each channel can be selected according to the maximum number of buffer constraint.
C. Architecture-Level Performance Estimation

Performance of the application is estimated by analyzing execution order of processes and the amount of transferred data between processes, obtained by system-level profiling using SystemC [9] to describe behavior of processes and data communication as SLR.

First, the execution order is used to construct system-level execution order graph (SL-EOG). Two types of execution order exist between data processing and data transfer. E/R order represents the condition where the execution of data processing starts after all data are received. E/S order represents the condition where data transmission starts after data processing is completed.

Architecture-level execution dependency graph (AL-EDG) is constructed from SL-EOG by adding two dependencies according to ALM. E/R dependency means that the next data can be received after the data in buffer are executed. E/S dependency means that the next data processing can be executed after the data in buffer are sent to other process.

Figure 4 shows an example of AL-EDG. Each vertex $p_i$ represents either data processing or data transfer, and each edge $e_{ij}$ represents execution order in SLM and dependency between data processing and data transfer according to ALM. Execution time of data processing is execution cycle information from IP database. Execution time of data transfer can be obtained from bus execution frequency, bus bit width and the amount of data transferred.

Execution time is estimated by analyzing AL-EDG as in [7]. The process node that has no dependency is executable and the node that has the highest priority among executable processes on the same IP is executed. Likewise, the channel node that has no dependency is executable and the node that has the highest priority among executable processes on the same bus is executed. The executable nodes are searched until all nodes in AL-EDG is executed.

D. Buffer Architecture Realization

Ueda et al. [7, 8] realized buffers as logical memory storage, where IP and bus can access buffers from their own perspective. For example, IP accesses a 512-byte buffer as 8-bit data storage, while 16-bit bus accesses the same buffer as 16-bit data storage. The conventional method considered buffers only for their size and lacked of consideration about SRAM's physical access behavior and implementation. Therefore, the conventional method can explore only one buffer architecture. Communication buffer architecture optimization allows buffer architectures to be explored in parameter detail based on bus width and data size. Moreover, the optimization offers several potential combinations of buffer architecture for each architecture under performance-area trade-off.

IV. ON-CHIP COMMUNICATION BUFFER ARCHITECTURE OPTIMIZATION

This section discusses the effect of buffer architecture towards on-chip communication quality, specifies optimized target buffer architecture and describes buffer architecture exploration method.

A. SRAM towards Design Quality

In communication buffer implementation, designer must choose an appropriate SRAM that is suitable to characteristics of each data communication on the system. The characteristics include bus width and data width of each communication channel. At the same time, the SRAM should be economical in area and energy consumption. Among several buffer architectures for on-chip communication buffer, each architecture holds trade-off between execution time and area.

Assuming a communication channel of 8-bit data between two IPs on 16-bit bus. In one cycle, 16-bit bus can transfer two pieces of data. An 8-bit SRAM can store eight bits in one clock cycle, which means it requires two clock cycles to store two pieces of 8-bit data on 16-bit bus. In this case, the bus utilization is equal to that of transferring one piece of 8-bit data on 16-bit bus in each cycle and the bus cannot be efficiently utilized. There are two more approaches to implement the buffer. With the implementations using a 16-bit SRAM and using two 8-bit SRAMs of the equivalence capacity, the data transfer time can be a half because all bits of the bus are utilized and buffer can store 16 bits per clock cycle. However, the sizes of SRAM buffer of the later approaches are bigger than the size of one 8-bit SRAM buffer.

Communication throughput is a good measurement of bus utilization. In this paper, communication throughput is regarded as in Eq. (1).

\[
\text{CommunicationThroughput} = \frac{\text{Amount of Data}}{\text{Transfer Time}}
\]  

This time, assume that a 64 pieces of 8-bit data transfer on 16-bit bus operating at 50 MHz with 3 aforementioned buffer architectures. Communication throughput of a one 8-bit SRAM buffer architecture is 400 Mbit/s, while communication throughput of a one 16-bit SRAM buffer architecture and a two 8-bit SRAM buffer architecture is 800 Mbit/s, which is twice as much as the first buffer architecture.

Moreover, number of row and column of SRAM also varies according to size of column multiplexer, which affects SRAM's physical width, height, speed and power consumption [10].

B. System Assumption

In this paper, all buffers are optimized using single port SRAM. In one communication channel, there are at least one receive buffer and one transmit buffer of the same architecture. The optimization is based on shared bus model, and the data transfer can utilize full bus width.

C. Target Buffer Architecture

Buffer architecture is optimized into two categories based on bus width and data size of each channel.
### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of bits per word</td>
<td>Number of bits per one word of SRAM associates with either bus width or data width.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of words per one SRAM</td>
<td>Number of words of each SRAM in buffer architecture necessary for storing data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of component SRAM</td>
<td>Number of SRAM comprising one buffer architecture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size of multiplexer</td>
<td>Size of column multiplexer within the organization of SRAM determines number of physical row and column of SRAM.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Fig. 5.** Buffer Parameter Set Search Tree

1. *Number of bits of SRAM associates with bus width:* Buffer of this architecture can store all data bits on the bus within one clock cycle in one word. If bus is wider than data width, several pieces of data can be stored in the same word. In case of data width greater than bus width, it is assumed that data is transferred in two or more separate clock cycles. In this case, more than one SRAM would allow the connecting IP to read one piece of data within one clock cycle from two or more separate SRAMs.

2. *Number of bits of SRAM associates with data size:* Buffer of this architecture stores one data in one word, allowing at most one data can be stored in one clock cycle. In case that bus can transfer more than one data in one cycle, more than one SRAM would allow the system to benefit wide bus width.

### D. On-Chip Communication Buffer Architecture Exploration

In this paper, buffer architecture is decided according to SRAM’s necessary parameters as described in Table I. Note that number of bits per word and number of words per one SRAM are mapped to the smallest available SRAM value which can store data of the exploring channel. The buffer parameter search tree is shown in Fig. 5. $Bit_{ch}$ denotes number of bits per word of SRAM comprising buffer of channel $i$. $SRAM_{num_{ch}}$ denotes number of bit of SRAM comprising buffer of channel $j$. $word_{ch}$ denotes number of words per one SRAM of SRAM comprising buffer of channel $k$. $mux_{ch}$ denotes size of multiplexer of SRAM comprising buffer of channel $l$. The parameter of buffer architecture is searched and decided in order as follows.

1. **Number of bits per word:** Candidate for number of bits per word associates to either bus width or data width.
2. **Number of component SRAM:**
   - Maximum of number of component SRAM candidates is shown in Eq. (2), where $\lceil \cdot \rceil$ denotes ceiling function. Then, number of words per one SRAM can be calculated according to number of bits per word association and number of component SRAM as in Eq. (3).

   $$Max(SRAM_{num}) = \begin{cases} \frac{DataWidth}{BusWidth}, & DataWidth > BusWidth \\ \frac{BusWidth}{DataWidth}, & DataWidth \leq BusWidth \end{cases}$$

   (2)

   $$Word_{num} = \frac{RequiredWord}{SRAM_{num}}$$

   (3)

   where $RequiredWord$ equals to maximum number of data transferred in channel if number of bits per word associates with data width. If number of bits per word associates with bus width, $RequiredWord$ equals to $Data Width \times \text{maximum number of data}$

3. **Size of multiplexer:** In this paper, size of multiplexer is chosen towards size of multiplexer that yields the smallest SRAM to continue further exploration.

The design space exploration method is extended for buffer architecture exploration by appending additional buffer architecture parameter set search tree to the original search tree described in section III.C.

Exploring for architecture candidates could be time consuming while traveling along the parameter set search trees, especially when the traversal no longer produces optimal architecture. In order to shorten exploration time, parameter set search tree is pruned by considering execution time and
hardware area. In case one or both of the conditions below is met, parameter set search tree pruning process occurs.

1) If one or both lower bound of execution time and hardware area of the current search node exceeds the design constraints, all descendants are pruned.

2) If both lower bound of execution time and hardware area of current search node exceeds the explored optimal architecture, all descendants are pruned.

This research prunes parameter set search tree when every parameters comprising an architecture of each buffer are mapped.

In the following, an example of buffer architecture exploration and search tree pruning for channel C0 and C1 of JPEG encoder system in section IV shown in Fig. 6 is described. Assuming that the architecture in this example contains one bus and bus width is 16 bits. SRAM in this example based on SRAM synthesized using 0.18 \( \mu m \) process technology. In the example, the node after process to IP mapping, channel to bus mapping. IP's execution frequency mapping and bus's execution frequency mapping becomes the root node for buffer architecture exploration.

From the root node's architecture, parameters of buffer architecture for each channel are explored and the search tree traversal is done in the depth first search manner. Firstly, number of bits per word (\( Bit_{c0} \)) is decided to associate with bus width. In this step, \( Bit_{c0} = 16 \). Secondly, number of component SRAM is decided to 1. word\(_{c0} \) can be calculated using Eq. (3). Number of word required for the SRAM is 96 words. However, SRAM's available number of words is in the value of the power of 2. Therefore, \( word_{c0} = 128 \). Then, size of multiplexer is selected towards the smallest SRAM. In this example, \( mux_{c0} = 4 \) yields the smallest SRAM among available size of multiplexer. Therefore, descendants node upon \( mux_{c0} = 8 \) and \( mux_{c0} = 4 \) node are pruned. This time, the lower bound of the architecture is estimated. In case of one or both of the pruning condition is met, the descendants of the current node is also pruned. From \( mux_{c0} = 4 \) node, exploration for parameters of C1's buffer architecture continues.

Finally, after the buffer architecture for every channel is explored, number of buffer in each channel is then explored.

### E. Performance Estimation

Performance of the application system is estimated using AL-EDG analysis as explained in Section III.C. However, the transfer time of each channel node is calculated based on buffer architecture as shown in Table II, where \( f_P \) denotes execution frequency of IP and \( f_B \) denotes execution frequency of Bus. Transfer time is the time spent for data communication between two IPs. In this paper, transfer time comprises of transfer time between IP and send buffer, transfer time between send buffer and receive buffer of each channel, and transfer time between receive buffer and IP.

### F. Area Estimation

In this paper, area of each buffer is regarded as the product of area of SRAM and number of SRAM. Area of SRAM is obtained through logic synthesis using 0.18 \( \mu m \) process technology.

### G. Energy Consumption Estimation

This paper estimates buffer's dynamic energy consumption when it is activated for reading and writing data in data communication [11]. Dynamic energy consumption of receive buffer in one transfer is estimated by the product of SRAM’s write operation energy consumption and word access counts. Dynamic energy consumption of transmit buffer in one transfer.
is estimated by the product of SRAM's read operation energy consumption and word access counts. Word access count equals to transfer cycle if SRAM's number of bits is associated to bus width or else, it equals to number of transferred data if SRAM's number of bits is associated to data size. Write and read operation energy consumption are obtained using Synopsys's Power Compiler [12].

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT

This section describes the experiment and its result. The experiment was conducted on 2.80 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU, 8 GB memory and 64 bit Fedora 14 operating system. The proposed method was applied to JPEG encoder application system, which consists of seven processes and six communication channels as shown in Fig. 7 to compress 512x512 pixels image. The processes are for block splitting (block_split), color transformation (CT), discrete cosine transformation (DCT), quantization (Q), zigzag ordering (ZIGZAG), huffman encoding (HUFF) and file writing (writer) respectively.

The specification for each channel is described in Table III. First, the global exploration is conducted with the following parameters.

- Maximum number of bus : 2
- Bus width candidate : 16, 32 bit
- Bus frequency candidate : 50 MHz

Three most potential bus architectures shown in Fig. 8, 9, and 10 are selected based on the number of optimal solutions and performance to explore for parameters of buffer architectures. Architecture in Fig. 8 contains one bus and bus bit width is fixed to 16 bits and 32 bits in buffer architecture parameter explorations. Architecture in Fig. 9 shows an architecture with two buses, where channel C0 and C1 are mapped to bus B1 and channel C2, C3, C4 and C5 are mapped to bus B2. Both bit width of bus B1 and B2 are fixed to the same width of 16 bits and 32 bits in buffer architecture parameter exploration. Architecture in Fig. 10 shows an architecture with two buses, where channel C0 and C2 are mapped to bus B1 and channel C1, C3, C4 and C5 are mapped to bus B2. In buffer parameter exploration, bus B1 is fixed to 16 bits and bus B2 is fixed to 32 bits.

Figure 11 shows an example of an explored buffer architecture for DCT IP which is connected with two different 32-bit buses. In this architecture, buffer of C1 is selected as two 8-bit SRAMs, associates with data size, and buffer of C2 is selected as one 32-bit SRAM, associates with bus width.

Figure 12 shows the trade-off between transfer time estimated by formula in Table II and communication architecture area, which includes bus and buffer area. Points on the graph represent the relationship between transfer time and communication architecture area of buffer architecture combinations of architectures in Fig. 8, 9 with 16-bit bus, 32-bit bus and Fig. 10 with one 16-bit bus and one 32-bit bus. Each line in the graph draws trade-off boundary of each architecture explored.
by the proposed method. The architecture also explored by the conventional method corresponding to each bus architecture is surrounded by a circle. However, the architectures explored by conventional method for bus architecture in Fig. 8 $B_1$ width equals 16 bits, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 $B_1$ and $B_2$ width equal to 16 bits are not used to draw trade-off boundary line because transfer time estimation in conventional method has inaccuracy regarding buffer architecture. Consequently, such architectures do not exist when considering buffer architecture for transfer time estimation in the proposed method.

To illustrate the effect of buffer architecture towards bus utilization, Fig. 13 shows the communication throughput corresponding to each architecture explored in Fig. 12. Various buffer architectures also have effect in determining the capacity of data transfer as shown in Fig. 13. Various buffer architecture can results in different communication throughput, despite of the fact that IP and bus architecture is the same.

Table IV shows the computation time and number of traversed node of the exploration with pruning and without pruning. The result shows that exploration with pruning can reduced computation time by 92-96%.

The proposed method can explore parameters of buffer architecture, which are SRAM's number of bit per word, number of word per one SRAM, number of component SRAM comprising a buffer architecture and size of SRAM's column multiplexer, constructing several buffer architecture combinations for one architecture, while conventional method can explore only one architecture. According to the designers' desired bus width, the designer can choose the buffer architecture based on their design constraint. For a strict time
constraint design, a larger buffer architecture can be chosen in trade-off with high performance. On the other hand, a smaller buffer architecture can be selected if area constraint is strict.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper is not only an extension of the proposed method in [7], but also offers buffer architecture candidates with performance-area trade-off and optimizes physical architecture of SRAM to be able to explore parameters of buffer architecture. The experimental result has verified that the optimization method can explore parameters for buffer architecture constructing smaller buffers, comparing to the conventional method, with execution time trade-off. However, this paper has not yet considered bus protocol in the communication buffer architecture optimization. Therefore, communication buffer architecture optimization considering bus protocol remains as future work. Moreover, since multi-layer bus increases performance of systems because it allows concurrent communications of 2 or more data transfer, bus matrix optimization for multi-layer standard bus protocol also remains as communication optimization future work.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploration</th>
<th>No. Node</th>
<th>No. Est.</th>
<th>Comp. time (min)</th>
<th>Reduc. Comp. time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expl. with no pruning</td>
<td>Expl. with pruning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global expl.</td>
<td>56,360</td>
<td>20,517</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>3,514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter expl.</td>
<td>8,394</td>
<td>2,924</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 8 with 16-bit bus</td>
<td>47,979</td>
<td>17,801</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>2,815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 8 with 32-bit bus</td>
<td>28,876</td>
<td>10,582</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>3,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 9 with 16-bit and 32-bit bus</td>
<td>8,401</td>
<td>2,925</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fig. 10 with 16-bit buses</td>
<td>47,976</td>
<td>17,802</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>3,872</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* No. Node denotes number of node traversed during exploration, Comp. time denotes computation time.